Fuel droplets that manage to traverse the main reaction zone of a one-dimensional offstoichiometeric fuel-rich laminar spray flame enter a hot, oxygen-free environment under which conditions their pyrolysis occurs. Under such circumstances the droplets release pyrolysis products which may diffuse back towards the flame front thereby effectively supplying a second (pool of) fuel different to the (first) fuel that was released due to pre-flame droplet evaporation.
INTRODUCTION
It is now fairly well established, both theoretically/numerically and experimentally, that a laminar flame propagating through a mixture of air and mono-sized fuel droplets may exhibit features that do not exist if the mixture were purely gaseous. For example, the burning velocity can actually exceed that of a flame propagating through an equivalent fuel vapor + air mixture. Polymeropoulos [1, 2] ascribed the effect to the possibility that once droplets ignited the rate of fuel consumption around them could be faster than the corresponding rate in a premixed gas containing an equivalent concentration of fuel vapour at the droplet ignition temperature. In this way, the spray flame burning velocity could be greater than that of the gas flame.
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Burning velocity enhancement was also observed experimentally by Mizutani and Nakajima [3, 4] , Hayashi and Kumagai [5] and Hayashi et al. [6] . The latter researchers found that the flame speed decreased with increasing liquid fuel loading for initially fuel lean mixtures. This qualitatively matched later results of Ballal and Lefebvre [7] , who found such behavior experimentally for both fuel lean and stoichiometric mixtures and for increasing liquid fuel loading and increasing droplet size. In both [5, 6] it was also noted that for fuel rich mixtures the burning velocity increased with increasing liquid fuel loading. The mechanism responsible for the phenomenon was explained in terms of the change in the flame structure induced by the heterogeneity of the unburned mixture. For droplets of diameter greater than about 20 µm the flame front was described as "rugged and undulated" whereas for smaller droplet sizes a smooth, unperturbed flame front was obtained. If the initial overall equivalence ratio means that both the fuel liquid and vapor are accounted for in prescribing the stoichiometry of the unburned two-phase mixture it was found that for very lean or very rich (i.e. offstoichiometric) mixtures the flame front was smooth, with the burning velocity less than that of an equivalent gaseous flame. For moderately rich mixtures the burning velocity enhancement effect occurred, whereas for lean and near stoichiometric mixtures it did not. Similar effects were found by Altzer [8] in carefully controlled experiments with iso-octane sprays in a larger chamber than that of [6] .
In order to attempt to understand these features Hayashi et al. [6] postulated that two factors are involved -first, the effective equivalence ratio, and second, the direct effect on the flame front of droplets reaching it. In the context of laminar spray flames the initial overall equivalence ratio of the mixture does not, per se, determine the characteristics of the ensuing combustion. This is in contrast to the situation in singlephase gaseous premixed laminar combustion in which the initial unburned equivalence ratio dictates the burning velocity and flame temperature directly. The presence of the evaporating droplets actually implies that the effective gaseous equivalence ratio of the mixture varies from the unburned mixture through to the flame front and, subsequently, beyond it in the hot combustion products region. The variation of this effective equivalence ratio is dependent on such spray characteristics as fuel volatility, the initial fuel vapor to liquid ratio, the local droplet size distribution in time and space and the proximity of droplets to each other within the spray (to name but a few). The spray parameters influence the rate at which fuel vapor is being produced and, hence, contribute to the local effective gaseous equivalence ratio.
In fact, a number of quite distinct combustion scenarios can result from the presence of the droplets in the unburned mixture. As an example consider an initially overall rich mixture. Under appropriate conditions, such as small droplets and/or a highly volatile liquid fuel, all the droplets will completely vaporize downstream of the flame front which will then be the created owing to the combustion of an effectively fuel rich mixture. Alternatively, for large droplets and/or a highly non-volatile fuel it is quite plausible that the effective equivalence ratio at the flame front will be that of a fuel lean mixture, as insufficient vapor will have been produced by the slowly vaporizing droplets in the spray. In this case combustion products and droplets will populate the hot, oxygen-rich post-flame zone. The droplets, after becoming ignited whilst traversing the main flame zone, will continue to burn individually and/or in clusters in the so-called heterogeneous combustion mode, thus raising the upstream temperature beyond that of the main homogeneous flame front. A further scenario can be envisaged for a moderately volatile fuel. If the effective equivalence ratio at the flame front is that of a rich mixture any droplets that now traverse the flame front will enter a region devoid of oxygen. They will therefore continue to vaporize in the post-flame region and will chill it due to their absorption of heat for vaporization. If an initially overall fuel lean mixture is under consideration the post-flame region is, by definition, always oxygen-rich. Under such circumstances, the two possibilities exist of either complete pre-flame vaporization of droplets or both pre-flame vaporization and post-flame heterogeneous droplet burning.
Bearing this in mind we can return to the hypothesis of Hayashi et al. [6] concerning their experimental observations. The qualitative form of a typical burning velocity versus (initial) equivalence ratio curve for a gas flame displays a monotonic increase to a maximum, as the mixture runs from lean to stoichiometric, followed by a monotonic decrease as the mixture becomes richer. Now, a spray flame that is effectively fuel rich will, in general, be less rich than a gas flame having the same initial overall equivalence ratio. (Note that the use of the word overall denotes that both the fuel liquid and vapor are accounted for in prescribing the stoichiometry of the unburned two-phase mixture.) Therefore, it is expected that a spray flames burning velocity should be greater than that of an equivalent gas flame, since a shift to the left on the rich side of stoichiometry is in place. Similarly, on the lean side of stoichiometry the effective equivalence ratio of the lean spray flames is less than that of an equivalent gaseous lean flame. The implied shift to the left on the lean side of stoichiometry will now indicate a lower burning velocity than for the equivalent gas flame.
Although this line of thought does explain the observed droplet burning velocity enhancement phenomenon for rich spray flames it fails to explain why it was found that for lean and near-stoichiometric mixtures the measured spray flame speed was greater than expected based on the effective equivalence ratio argument. In view of this discrepancy Hayashi et al. [6] suggested that the heterogeneity of the two-phase mixture led to ruggedness of the flame structure which increased the flame surface area and, hence, its burning velocity. (It is interesting to note that to the naked eye these rugged flame structures are strongly reminiscent of the cellular structures that are observed in single-phase premixed gas flames under certain operating conditions (e.g. Markstein [9] ). Some support for this conjecture was found in the fact that replacement of the droplets by completely pre-vaporized fuel resulted in the propagation of the usual smooth, flame front. Another discrepancy was that for very rich spray flames the burning velocity was lower than that of an equivalent gas flame. This was interpreted to be a result of an increased effect of liquid fuel quenching. Alternatively, it is possible to speculate that in such cases, if cellular structures are present, the reduction in the burning velocity caused by the reduction in fuel vapor at the flame front (as a result of insufficient vaporization of the droplets) was not significantly compensated for by the increase in the cellular surface area, so that in the final analysis the effective burning velocity remained less than that of an equivalent gas-only flame.
Theoretical work on spray flames is sparse, but Lin et al. [10] analysed steady-state propagation in off-stoichiometric, dilute, one-dimensional, mono-dispersed spray flames; they were, however, unable to predict the aforementioned burning velocity enhancement effect. This is understandable if the hypothesis that the increased surface area of the cellular flame front in fuel rich mixtures implies an increased burning velocity is indeed correct. In a subsequent analysis for near-stoichiometric mixtures Lin and Sheu [11] did predict the enhancement effect for rich mixtures. However, the effect persists for all rich mixtures and actually appears to grow with increasing richness, thus contradicting the observed experimental evidence. Therefore, the enhancement they obtained would seem to be due to the effective equivalence ratio factor, which, as we have described, does not provide a comprehensive explanation of the spray flame behaviour.
Greenberg et al. [12] attempted to derive a correction factor for spray burning velocity formulae by relating the increase in flame front area to droplet distortion of the flame front. Subsequently, Greenberg et al. [13] performed a detailed linear stability analysis of both rich and lean spray flames. Experimentally observed phenomena [8] of cellular and oscillating spray flames under rich and lean conditions, respectively, were qualitatively reproduced by the theory, and were ascribed to the heat loss mechanism of absorption of heat by the droplets for vaporization together with the usual differential diffusional effects. An extension of [13] to a fuel rich, more realistic polydisperse spray flame was given in [14] .
In summary, the burning velocity enhancement effect in premixed laminar spray flames has been attributed to a number of possible factors including local faster fuel consumption, effective equivalence ratio and increased flame surface area due to cellular structures. In this paper we suggest another possible mechanism that has not been hitherto considered that may play a role in increasing the burning velocity of some off-stoichiometric fuel rich spray flames, although this factor alone is not expected to enhance the burning velocity beyond that of an equivalent gas flame. However, it can be a contributing factor to boosting the fuel spray flame velocity. Fuel droplets that manage to traverse the main reaction zone of a one-dimensional off-stoichiometeric fuel rich laminar spray flame enter a hot, oxygen-free environment. These ambient surroundings create conditions under which droplet pyrolysis can occur. The fuel content of the liquid droplet decomposes by a thermochemical process with the products of pyrolysis being generally gas, liquid and a solid char, with the proportions of each depending upon the parameters of the process. Baert [15] appears to have been the first to present a detailed model of evaporation and pyrolysis of a single stationary heavy fuel droplet. After initial evaporation of the fuel as the droplet heats up sufficiently high temperatures are attained at which the fuels C-C or C-H bonds begin to break so that the corresponding molecule will start decomposing into radicals. In turn, these reactive radicals decompose or recombine. The cracking (decomposition) reactions and polymerization (recombination) reactions gradually convert the original molecules into a group of low molecular weight gases and (possibly) a coke residue. Roughly speaking this is called the pyrolysis process. Because of the very wide boiling point temperature range of heavy fuels, droplet temperatures will exceed 1000 K before vaporization ends and consequently pyrolysis reactions will take place in the liquid phase.
Garaniya and Goldsworthy [16] embellished the work of Baert [15] by using the continuous thermodynamics approach to model evaporation and pyrolysis of a single heavy fuel droplet and obtained good agreement with independent experimental data. Another model and experiments were described by Moskowitz et al. [17] .
Although these researchers considered pyrolysis in the liquid droplet itself others have related to the pyrolysis as decomposition in the gas phase. Shaw [18] developed a model of a single droplet diffusion flame in which pyrolysis was modeled in the gas phase as a high activation energy process taking place between the surface of the droplet and the flame surrounding it. The pyrolysis modified non-pyrolysis models and it was found that the burning rate of the flame could be reduced by as much as 20% and the transfer numbers by as much as 40% due to the energy necessarily supplied by the flame for pyrolysis. Neophytu and Mastorakos [19] computed the thermal and chemical structure of a one-dimensional flame propagating through a mixture of air and a spray of mono-size fuel droplets, using a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism and with droplet evaporation. They found that for n-heptane and n-decane droplets fuel vapor pyrolysis occurred under certain operating conditions leading to the production of a pool of very reactive intermediate species. Considering this pool as a separate fuel could actually lead to an increase in the flame propagation velocity as a result of back diffusion towards the oxygen. Thus, it is the original fuel vapor together with the more energetic pyrolysis products which react with the oxygen thereby potentially enhancing the flame speed. For example, the heat of combustion of (primary) fuels such as heptane or decane is about 10% lower than that of liquid droplet pyrolysis products such as acetylene or ethylene. In contrast, an important feature of the pyrolysis process itself, whether in the liquid or gas phase, is that it is endothermic in nature. (It should be noted that liquid droplet pyrolysis was not possible in [19] as the fuel droplets were modeled as point sources contributing fuel vapor to the reacting gas phase.)
In the current work we consider the propagation of a laminar premixed fuel rich spray flame. The proposed model accounts for both droplet evaporation and pyrolysis, the latter process being engendered at an appropriate onset pyrolysis temperature in the post-flame front region which is almost completely devoid of oxygen. A mathematical solution is found for the propagation velocity and the influence of various parameters that arise as a result of the inclusion of the droplet pyrolysis process is examined for the first time.
ASSUMPTIONS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We consider a laminar one dimensional rich premixed spray flame propagating into a rich off-stoichiometric mixture of fuel vapor, liquid fuel droplets, oxygen and an inert gas. The droplets begin to evaporate appreciably at some dictated initial temperature (which we take to be, T v ). Evaporation continues until the gas phase temperature beyond the flame front reaches the value T p which will denote the temperature at which pyrolysis of the liquid droplets commences. At this stage of the droplets lifetime the size of the droplets should remain unchanged whilst releasing pyrolysis products taken here as being in gaseous form. In fact, further gas phase decomposition of pyrolysis products released may occur (as shown in [19] where only this decomposition was accounted for). Nevertheless, here the totality of the pyrolysis in both liquid and gas phases is encapsulated in a compact form by relating to an equivalent droplet pyrolysis as being the source of a pool of pyrolysis fuel products. The droplet pyrolysis process is endothermic. For the sake of simplicity any remaining droplet shell will not be accounted for in the current model. The reactive pyrolysis products diffuse back into the flame and react there with the oxygen. We choose to focus on droplet pyrolysis only with the choice of an appropriate pyrolysis coefficient compensating in a qualitative manner for neglecting gas phase pyrolysis. This facilitates an analytical solution that enables a general conceptual investigation of the features of these flames to be carried out.
Under such circumstances, the chemical kinetics will be described using two globaltype reactions: (1) primary fuel + oxygen → products + heat, and (2) pyrolysis fuel + oxygen → products + heat. Conceptually, the pyrolysis products are lumped together as a single pyrolysis fuel product reacting exothermically with the oxygen. The governing conservation equations can be shown to be:
where (5) (6) In these equations the dimensional coordinates are t * , x * (time and space, respectively). In addition, ρ is the density, D i , i = O, p are the diffusion coefficients for the oxygen and the pyrolysis products, respectively, Y i , i = O, p, d are the mass fractions of oxygen, pyrolysis products and liquid fuel in droplets, respectively, λ is the thermal conductivity of the gas, c p is the specific heat, A i , E i , Q i , i = 1, 2 are the preexponential coefficient, activation energy and heat of reaction of reactions (1) and (2) respectively and R is the universal gas constant. S dv is the source term for the production of fuel
vapor by evaporating droplets. In order to model the spray of liquid fuel droplets the sectional approach was exploited and a mono-sectional description is adopted for both the evaporation and the pyrolysis. This provides the conceptual framework for this investigation. The complete details of incorporating droplet pyrolysis into the sectional approach will be given in the future. The fact that the droplets begin to evaporate appreciably at some initial temperature, T v , is described using the Heaviside function, H. A similar remark is relevant to the onset of pyrolysis. Evaporation continues until the temperature beyond the flame front reaches the value T p at which pyrolysis of the liquid droplets commences. Although there may be some slight overlap region in which evaporation is ceasing whilst pyrolysis is starting this region is deemed negligible based on the evidence in [16] , thereby allowing the use of the Heaviside functions in Eq. (5) The source term S dp describes the production of pyrolysis products through pyrolysis of the liquid droplets. The vaporization and pyrolysis coefficients are C v and C p , respectively. According to [16] the rate of mass loss after evaporation is less than the rate due to evaporation, which implies here that C p < C v . The reactive pyrolysis products diffuse back into the flame and react there with the oxygen. The second chemical source term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) is expressed linearly in Y o . The influence of pyrolysis products on this reaction is subsumed into the pre-exponential term, as will be explained later. It is emphasized that this latter procedure is adopted here solely for the sake of mathematical tractability, and will be relaxed in a future work. Note also that in the energy equation there are two exothermic sources (the second and third terms on the RHS) relating to the reactions of the fuel vapor and pyrolysis products with oxygen. The fourth and fifth terms on the RHS of Eq. (2) are the loss of heat resulting from droplet evaporation and droplet pyrolysis, respectively. In these terms L v is the latent heat of vaporization of the original liquid fuel and L p is the heat absorbed by the droplets during the pyrolysis products production. Since the energy absorbed by pyrolysis is less than the enthalpy of the evaporating liquid L p < L v . Finally, where ν p , ν o are the stoichiometric coefficients of the products and oxygen, and M are their molecular weights.
NORMALIZATION
The system of governing equations is normalized using the following quantities (see [20] ):
where m iu , i = O, p, d are the mass fractions of oxygen, pyrolysis products and liquid fuel, respectively, in the fresh unburned two-phase mixture.
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In these equations ∆ v and ∆ p are vaporization and pyrolysis Damkohler numbers, respectively, whereas L v and L p are the normalized latent heat of vaporization and heat of pyrolysis, respectively, defined by (14) As mentioned before, Garaniya and Goldsworthy [16] state that the rate of mass loss after evaporation is less than the rate due to evaporation. Within our formulation this will imply that ∆ p < ∆ v . In addition, the energy absorbed by pyrolysis is less the enthalpy of the evaporating liquid. Thus, L p < L v .
In addition, the following parameters result from the normalization:
In order to account for the role of the pyrolysis products in reaction (2) and, thereby, for a smooth transition between cases in which the reaction with pyrolysis products is negligible and those where it is more significant we redefine the pre-exponential A 2 as
where f is some function of the pyrolysis mass fraction that should be zero when there is no pyrolysis. Thus, ψ = A 2,modified / A 1 . The particular value of θ * that is relevant is found by ensuring that the integrals with respect to θ of both the Arrhenius exponential, e −1/θ , and the step function over the entire range of temperatures from θ 0 to θ b are equal. It is not hard to show that this yields (17) where (18) Balasuriya and Volpert [21] demonstrated convincingly that this approximate approach yields good agreement for the burning velocity of gas flames when compared to the formula conventionally derived using activation energy based asymptotics. Similarly, Kats and Greenberg [22] obtained concurrence for laminar spray flames.
FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION AND FINAL FORM OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
An additional simplification can be introduced when observing that the above equations (with appropriate boundary conditions) describe the flame propagation from the perspective of laboratory coordinates. However, in order to extract a solution it proves more convenient to rewrite the equations in coordinates attached to the flame. Assuming the flame is moving at a constant speed u in the positive x-direction (i.e. propagation from left to right) we define the new coordinate ξ = x − ut and, denoting derivatives with respect to ξ by ′, the governing set of equations reduces to the following coupled ordinary differential equations: (19) (20) 
Note that the chemical-related source terms in Eqs (19) and (20) are applicable only for θ ≥ θ * but due to our coordinate transformation we can replace H(θ − θ * ) by H(−ξ). Accordingly, the boundary and matching conditions that are applicable are:
where ξ v , ξ p denote the locations of the onset of evaporation and pyrolysis, respectively, which will be determined as part of the solution as the points where the temperature of the droplets is equal to that of the evaporation onset point of the liquid fuel and at which pyrolysis begins to occur, respectively. These will be assumed to satisfy the inequality: θ 0 < θ v < θ * < θ p . 
SOLUTION
y y 
where 
In these solutions three unknowns appear ξ v , ξ p and u. In order to determine them we apply matching conditions at ξ = ξ v , ξ p and 0. These lead to the following set of three coupled nonlinear algebraic equations ((30)-(32a)) to be solved for the aforementioned unknowns:
It is not hard to show that if there is no pyrolysis so that the surviving droplets continue to evaporate, and therefore ∆ v = ∆ p , Eq. (31) reduces to the explicit expression for ξ v obtained previously in [22] for the case of ∆ v → ∞.
The expression for the velocity is given by Thus, β 2 will also feature in the iterative procedure. Finally, the function f(y p ) used in defining was chosen to be (34) in which σ is a very small number employed to avert division by zero when there is no pyrolysis but rather continuous evaporation, i.e. ∆ v = ∆ p , in which case f = 0 so that ψ = 0, and y p is set identically to zero.
It is important to note that the aforedescribed solution contains within it the essential physico-chemical processes for the spray flame propagation for which droplet evaporation and possibly droplet pyrolysis occur (if the droplets mainly evaporate ahead of the flame front negligible pyrolysis will occur), endothermic droplet evaporation, back diffusion of energetic pyrolysis products and their reaction with the oxygen in the pre-mixture and, in contrast, endothermic fuel droplet pyrolysis. Although the fine details of all these mechanisms are not accounted for, the most important main driving mechanisms do appear and enable a parametric study of the impact of droplet pyrolysis to be performed with relative ease. Clearly, a more comprehensive study would require the intricacies of spray droplet evaporation and pyrolysis as well as a more meticulous multistep chemical kinetic scheme to be employed, an undertaking probably requiring an accurate numerical code. The current analysis can help to provide guidelines and a benchmark for such an effort.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section an examination of the predictions of the afore-described theory are presented. The basic data used for the calculations, unless otherwise specified, are listed in Table 1 . By dictating the initial fraction of liquid fuel in the total fuel (vapor + liquid) in the fresh mixture, δ, all other mass fractions in the fresh mixture can be computed. Some validation of the theory was possible for the case of evaporation only, with no pyrolysis present, by comparing predicted results with those of [13, 23] with good agreement.
Before investigating how the pyrolysis-related parameters, ψ, ϕ, q, C v , C p , L p , influence the burning velocity of the spray flame some typical results are presented in Fig. 1 temperature, T v = 400 K, is reached. Subsequently, in the vicinity of about T p = 2229 K where there is negligible oxygen present, droplet evaporation ceases and pyrolysis begins at a slower rate. The rather large difference between the coefficient of evaporation and the coefficient of pyrolysis is manifested in the sharp change in the rate of loss of the liquid fuel starting at the point of onset of pyrolysis. The profile of the gaseous pyrolysis products, y p , reflects their production in the vicinity of the onset of pyrolysis and clearly indicates that a backward diffusive flux of this secondary fuel is to be expected, in addition to its transport to the burned region. Note that even for this case of an abundance of pyrolysis products the maximum value of y p is an order of magnitude lower than the value of y o in the fresh mixture. This means that most of the limited oxygen present is consumed by excess primary fuel vapor and there is little competition for the oxygen between the two global reactions assumed here. Despite this the pyrolysis products are more energetic and through their reaction with the oxygen thereby lead to boosting of the flame velocity. It is of interest to note that 
s (fresh mixture oxygen mole fraction) 0.218
Margolis [25] investigated the propagation of a laminar one-dimensional premixed gas flame through a lean premixture of two different fuels, using an asymptotic analysis. Since both fuels were present in the premixture their competition for the available oxygen was of prime importance and increase (or decrease) of the flame velocity was found to be dependent on those factors which enhance the rate of one reaction in comparison to the other and the distance between the points at which the separate reactions are completed. In contrast, in the current problem, apart from the fact that a fuel rich situation is under consideration, there is only minor competition between the two reactions which occur in roughly the same physical region with the two fuels (primary fuel vapor and pyrolysis products) entering from different directions. This is more akin to a merged premixed and diffusion flame. Some insight into the underlying heat gain and loss mechanisms is afforded by fuel reaction and the pyrolysis products reaction with oxygen is evident. Note the relative magnitudes of the two reaction rates (the scale for the pyrolysis products reaction has been amplified). The endothermic effects due to evaporation and droplet pyrolysis are, as anticipated, some orders of magnitude smaller than the primary reaction rate. (Note that a larger scale is used for the abscissa in Fig. 2b than in Fig. 2a , for the sake of clarity). Evaporation (which commences appreciably slightly to the right Energy equation source term profiles in a premixed laminar spray flame including droplet evaporation and post-flame pyrolysis product production: (a) exothermic chemical source terms, and (b) endothermic evaporation and pyrolysis source terms; Data as in Fig. 1 .
of the origin) occurs in a relatively narrow region giving way to the pyrolysis which decomposes the remaining liquid droplets at a slower rate.
For higher values of the evaporation coefficient the majority of the spray evaporates in the fresh mixture region so that pyrolysis of any surviving droplets is completely negligible (not shown here).
In Fig. 3 the ratio of the spray flame velocity to that of a gas flame velocity is shown as a function of the initial liquid fuel load and a comparison is made between the models in which pyrolysis is excluded and included. The influence of accounting for pyrolysis is rather striking. With only droplet evaporation occurring the flame velocity decreases as the initial liquid load is increased. However, enabling pyrolysis to take a role leads to flame velocities greater than that of an equivalent gas flame (by about 3-4% at most).
In order to elucidate the impact of accounting for fuel droplet pyrolysis the ratio of the velocity with both evaporation and pyrolysis considered to that with evaporation only considered, u e & p /u eo , will be used hereafter. In increases as the liquid droplet load increases but is never more than a few percent except for the case of the lowest evaporation coefficient for which it almost reaches as much as 7%. It is remarkable to note that in the numerical simulations of Neophyte and Mastorakos [19] using a detailed chemistry mechanism the velocity enhancement effect due to gas phase pyrolysis was found to be of a similar order of magnitude to what the current model predicts. This behaviour is displayed in a different fashion in Fig. 5 where the aforementioned ratio of velocities is plotted as a function of C v , for various initial droplet loads. The range of values of C v for which there is a more appreciable influence of pyrolysis is clearly mapped, belonging to the domain of low values of C v . The range of values of C v considered serves a twofold purpose: (1) it encompasses within it compensation for the fact that fuel vapor pyrolysis is not explicitly included in the current model by allowing lower evaporation frequencies thereby admitting more opportunity for the production of pyrolysis products, and (2) it is meant to supply results which can serve as some sort of rough upper limit to the influence of pyrolysis on the propagation velocity. Note that moderately low values of the coefficient will approximately correspond to a liquid fuel of low volatility and/or larger droplets. (Alternatively, in a turbulent flow field, it may be envisaged that even droplets having a higher evaporation coefficient could be transported to hot oxygen-free regions owing to turbulent fluctuations, leading to local regions of higher flame propagation than would be expected if only droplet evaporation were considered.) In contrast, as the evaporation coefficient increases the droplets evaporate more rapidly thereby reducing the amount of liquid fuel that remains to decompose through pyrolysis. As a result the effect on the burning velocity is considerably reduced until it completely disappears as (effectively) C v → ∞. The cross-over of curves (particularly visible for δ = 1) is associated with the subtle role of the distance between the points of onset of evaporation and pyrolysis. It is over this distance that droplet evaporation occurs before pyrolysis is initiated. For a given value of C v this distance decreases as δ decreases. From the appearance of the term δ exp ((∆ v /u)(ξ p − ξ v )) in the analysis it can be seen that it is possible for this expression to be smaller for lower values of δ than for larger values and it is this fact that leads to the aforementioned cross-over. For Figures 4 and 5 the ratio C p / C v was taken to be constant and equal to 0.1. In Figure 6 the influence of this ratio on the ratio of velocities is sketched. The lines are barely perceptibly slanted downwards from left to right, irrespective of the evaporation coefficient. This indicates that no matter what the rate of production of the pyrolysis products is (within the range of parameters considered here) it is their contribution to the total rate of chemical reaction that enhances the propagation velocity. In view of the aforementioned a plot of the impact of the pre-exponential term of the pyrolysis products reaction with oxygen is given in Figure 7 . Increasing A 2 leads to an increase in the effect of the pyrolysis on the flame velocity, irrespective of the evaporation coefficient. Once again this demonstrates that the very presence of the additional reaction of energetic pyrolysis products with oxygen in the model is responsible for the minor velocity increase.
In contrast, the ratio of activation energies of the two chemical reactions, ϕ, has a negligible influence in enhancing the flame velocity (not shown here).
In Figure 8 the ratio of velocities is drawn as a function of the distance between the points of onset of evaporation and pyrolysis for various values of the initial liquid load. Of course, this distance is dependent on the evaporation coefficient C v from a range of values of which the curves are constructed. It is within this region that the main fuel vapor is produced for combusting with the oxygen, and in which most of the oxygen is consumed. The more fuel vapor that is produced here the less liquid fuel available for pyrolysis, implying a reduction in the pyrolysis products available for combustion. Thus, the gradient of the curves is negative. The growth of the distance between the points of onset of evaporation and pyrolysis as C v grows simply means that the point x p is pushed away to (minus) infinity as the pyrolysis process becomes less and less significant. Finally, it will be recalled that, in general, the endothermicity of droplet pyrolysis is less than the heat loss due to evaporation. In Figure 9 the effect of the ratio of the two relevant coefficients, L p / L v , on the flame velocity is presented, for various values of the evaporation coefficient. In all cases an increase of this ratio produces a decrease in the influence of pyrolysis on the flame velocity. As mentioned earlier, on the one hand pyrolysis provides an additional heat source due to the reaction of its products with the available oxygen, but on the other hand it induces heat loss owing to the endothermicity of the process occurring in the droplets. Thus, the overall effect will be that low values of L p / L v implies less of a heat loss to the system due to pyrolysis so that the heat of reaction of its products will be more prominent in the overall balance. Of course, the converse is true as L p / L v increases. This is well reflected in the curves of Figure 9 .
CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary model of flame propagation through an off-stoichiomemtric fuel rich premixture of fuel spray and air was presented in which both the fuel droplet evaporation and pyrolysis are accounted for the first time. The pyrolysis occurs in the liquid phase when droplets that survive the flame front enter a hot, oxygen-free environment. The model encaptures the essence of the physico-chemical features of the system, viz. two exothermic semi-global chemical reactions for the fuel vapor and products of pyrolysis and two endothermic terms describing heat losses due to droplet evaporation and pyrolysis. An analytical solution was found for the burning velocity and a parametric study involving the evaporation-and pyrolysis-related parameters demonstrates that accounting for droplet pyrolysis may be responsible for enhancing the spray flame velocity by a few percent. Although this may be unimportant in many situations, such small perturbations can become amplified in situations of borderline flame ignition, extinction or possibly instability. The current model is somewhat crude inasmuch as details of the evaporation and pyrolysis processes have been delegated to certain integral coefficients through use of the sectional approach for modeling the spray of droplets. In fact, use of a single integral quantity (here, the mass fraction of liquid comprising the droplets in the spray) does not negate redistribution of the range of droplet sizes. However, it does mean that only overall properties of the spray and its effects can be accounted for. This is acceptable within the framework of this model which aims at capturing the main important competing processes involved in driving the flame.
Armed with the results of the current foray future work will concentrate on releasing some of the strictures of the current model (e.g. off-stoichiometry, neglect of radiative heating etc. ) as well as examining what bearing the small pyrolysis-induced velocity enhancement has on the aforementioned borderline scenarios.
